February 2, 2017

Sharon Noonan Kramer
2031 Arborwood Place
Escondido, CA 92029
(760) 822-8026
SNK1955@aol.com

California Governor Jerry Brown
By fax to: (916) 558-3160
This document and its reference-links may also be read online at the blog “Veritox Means Truth
Poison”. It is under the blog title “Sharon Kramer’s request to Governor Brown to withdraw his
nomination of Judge Dato to the 4th/1st Court of Appeal” Short link: http://wp.me/p7Yx8Q-44
Dear Governor Brown,
RE: Please act to thwart cronyism & unpunished-fraud in California’s courts by rescinding your
nomination of Judge William S. DATO to the Fourth District Division One Court of Appeal
I object to Judge DATO’s appointment to the 4th/1st. I have fraudulent and backdated,
interest accruing liens on my property because of the face of a void judgment that DATO left in
effect on April 3, 2009, in violation of Code of Civil Procedure 664.5(b)1. I also am unable to
record a valid lien against the party I prevailed over in trial, VERITOX, Inc., because of the same
act of leaving the face of a void judgment undisturbed.
The 4th/1st justices also left the void judgment undisturbed in a September 2010 appellate
opinion. They will not recall and rescind their remittiters so the void and fraudulent legal
documents may be lawfully vacated in the lower court.
The can’t without spotlighting that they have been collusively case-fixing SLAPP to harass a
whistleblower of scientific fraud in policies, courts, claims handling practices, and in US
physician-educational-materials with fraudulent court documents for now over a decade. To
admit the documents are fraudulent now by remittitur-recall, would spotlight the collusion to
defraud with DATO and other judges.
In 2011, you assumed the offices of California Governor and President of the University of
California (UC) Regents. Since that time I have been providing your offices with evidence of the
relentless case-fixing of a Strategic Litigation Against Public Participation (SLAPP) in your
courts.2 The unrepentant SLAPP fixing is causing heinous discrimination and sometimes deaths
of the Toxic Mold Disabled (TMD)3 by enabling institutionalized, discriminatory, scientific fraud.

1

CCP 664.5(b) Promptly upon entry of judgment in a contested action or special proceeding in which a prevailing
party is not represented by counsel, the clerk of the court shall mail notice of entry of judgment to all parties who
have appeared in the action or special proceeding and shall execute a certificate of such mailing and place it in the
court's file in the cause.
2
“SLAPP 1” Bruce KELMAN & VERITOX, Inc. v. Sharon KRAMER (May 2005 to when fraudulent liens are courtorder removed) Five Case No. http://freepdfhosting.com/2796d847e1.pdf
“SLAPP 2” Bruce KELMAN v. Sharon KRAMER (November 2010 to when fraudulent liens are court-order removed)
Three Case No. http://freepdfhosting.com/2796d847e1.pdf
3
For the purpose this request “Toxic Mold Disabled” (TMD) means people harmed from exposure to multiple
biocontaminants that are often found in water damaged buildings (WDB) and experience long term or permanent
neurocognitive impairments, multi-symptom multi-system chronic inflammations, newly acquired environmental
intolerances, debilitating chronic fatigue, and sometimes death. Suicides occur among the TMD from the
institutionalized discrimination and mistreatment they experience from the false concept that it is scientifically
proven by a bogus risk-model that a WDB could not have caused their symptoms.
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I have been seeking your help to stop the unrepentant-SLAPP-fixing’s enabling of the
continued-marketing-and-usages of a deadly bogus risk assessment model (the Veritox Theory4)
in policies, courts, claims handling practices, and physician educational materials (including at
the UC, the California Department of Health, and the California Industrial Relations Board).
I have been seeking your help to stop the relentless and criminal retaliation of me under
the color of law in your courts, for my daring to expose that the Veritox Theory is nothing more
than a paid-for-hire mass-marketed scientific-fraud being promoted as legitimate science. (See
extensive files in the Governor’s office and UC Regents’ office.)
For six years your staff members have claimed you cannot help stop the SLAPP courtcorruption which is enabling the scientifically-void Veritox Theory to continue to harm
thousands. Your staff have politely taken my calls and then sent me on several wild goose
chases to various state and county agencies. For one excuse or another, they claim they cannot
help.
As I result, not only does the Veritox Theory fraud continue to harm thousands; I continue
to have tens of thousands of dollars of fraudulent and backdated, interest accruing liens
recorded on my property by KELMAN, VERITOX and their attorney Keith SCHEUER. The thieving
court documents from the fixed-SLAPP have dates written on them that are not possible to
have occurred.
No one denies the liens are fraudulent. Yet, no one will act to cause their removals, even
upon motion with direct, uncontroverted evidence of the fraud provided. It seems no one has
the guts to punish and stop crimes involving joined unclean hands of multiple CA judiciaries.
To no avail, I have sought help from the California State Bar, the Commission on Judicial
Performance, the Judicial Council, Bureau of State Auditors, California Attorney General, the
San Diego County Superior Court Chief Executive Officer, the 4th/1st Clerk of the Court, the San
Diego County District Attorney, the San Diego County Sheriff, the San Diego County Recorder,
the San Diego County Board of Supervisors, the Federal Bureau of Investigations, the U.S.
Department of Justice in DC, the Southern District of California Federal Attorney, and so many
politicians that I cannot even count them all – while the collusive crime continues on to harm
thousands, including me.
Like your offices, not a single one of these agencies or entities will act on the direct
evidence of twelve years of collusive judicial SLAPP-fixing in the 4th/1st and San Diego County
Superior Courts (Lower Court) -- purposed to keep the Veritox Theory going in government
backed policies and practices from coast to coast.
4

The Veritox Theory is a linear dose no threshold (LNT) risk model concocted by Bruce KELMAN & Bryan HARDIN of
VERITOX, Inc. in 2001. It’s a nonsequetur of science that proves nothing about TMD. In 2003, KELMAN & HARDIN
accepted no less than $25,000 to fraudulently profess that it scientifically proves: “Thus the notion that Toxic Mold
is an insidious secret killer as so many media reports and trial lawyers would claim, is Junk Science unsupported by
actual scientific study.” in paper titled “A Scientific View of the Health Effects of Mold” by HARDIN & KELMAN for
U.S. Chamber of Commerce July 17, 2003. They are toxicologists with PhDs who rely on the scientifically void
Veritox Theory as Toxic Mold expert defense witnesses for the DOJ, insurers and others. It is a cost shifting scheme
funded by the DHHS & EPA to be included in US physician educational materials to aid the avoidance of financial
responsibility for causation of disability and death from “Toxic Mold”. In 2005, Sharon Kramer published a writing
of how they were marketing the fraud and who was involved. The San Diego Superior & Appellate Courts have
been framing her for libel for the writing with KELMAN and VERITOX, ever since – to keep the scam going.
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As you have been made aware multiple times5, the unpunished and unrepentant SLAPPfixing (including the concealment and continued-harassing-usages of fraudulent court
documents) is enabling the creators of the bogus Veritox Theory (Bruce KELMAN and the five
additional owners of VERITOX, Inc.) to profit from the SLAPP fixing. It is enabling them to
continue to serve as high-paid toxic tort expert defense witnesses who use the bogus Veritox
Theory to cheat sick people.
You have been made aware that citizens, government employees and private sector
workers are losing everything they own and some are dying from the fraud upon the court in
fixed-SLAPP which is enabling the scientifically void Veritox Theory to continue in many courts.
During these same six year that I have been begging you for help to save lives, I have also
been motioning and requesting that 4th/1st Justices Judith MCCONNELL and Patricia BENKE
cease obstructing the vacating of the void judgment(s) and removal of fraudulent liens from the
fixed SLAPPS.
To date, they will not lawfully recall and rescind their remittiturs so the Lower Court may
have jurisdiction to vacate the fraud in SLAPP. This, even though they know that if they lawfully
caused the vacating of void court documents in SLAPP; they would also cause the Veritox
Theory to immediately cease being able to be used to harm thousands.
Your courts, KELMAN, VERITOX and their attorney SCHEUER, have spent twelve years
collusively framing me for libel for the words “altered his under oath statements” and burying
the evidence of fraudulent court documents.
Instead of stopping the fraud, they retaliated for my refusing silence of their fraud. In a
second SLAPP suit which began in 2010 (with the void judgment from the first being the
document to feign court jurisdiction) KELMAN, SCHEUER and a Judge Tom NUGENT tried to
have me permanently enjoined from writing of the SLAPP fixing over those truthful and benign
words. In 2012, I was jailed by NUGENT via motion of SCHEUER.
The bodily-harming act was in retaliation for my refusing to sign a false confession of being
guilty of libel; and refusing silence of the SLAPP-fixing continuing to harm thousands. (I put the
evidence on the Internet that I had informed the Judicial Council of the fraudulent SLAPP
documents in 2011, while seeking help. Instead of help, NUGENT deemed me in civil contempt
of court and ordered me to jail. While in jail, Sheriff Gore gave me a false criminal FBI record.6)
The direct evidence indicates that the 4th/1st justices know exactly what they are doing by
their continued obstructing-the-vacating fraudulent court documents. There is no logical reason
for appellate justices to obstruct the removal of undeniable fraudulent liens – unless their
refusals to act are driven by more than mere legal error.7
5

12/23/15 One of many examples of my reporting case fixing to Brown “California, Choose Wisely to Stop Science
Fraud in Polices over Mold” https://katysexposure.files.wordpress.com/2015/12/15-12-23-cover-to-usdoj1.pdf .
6
9/11/11 “Is the California Court Case Management System CCMS Being Used For Politics in Policy & Litigation?”
https://katysexposure.wordpress.com/2011/09/13/is-the-california-court-case-management-system-ccms-beingmisused-for-politics-in-policy-litigation-and-the-fleecing-of-the-california-taxpayer/
7
California Commission on Judicial Performance Rule 111.4 Legal Error “a judge who commits legal error which, in
addition, clearly and convincingly reflects bad faith, bias, abuse of authority, disregard for fundamental rights,
intentional disregard for the law, or any purpose other than the faithful discharge of judicial duty is subject to
discipline. (Oberholzer v. CJP (1999) 20 Cal.4th 371; CJP Rule 111.4.”
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To quote from my November 21, 2016 complaint to the USDOJ8 seeking their help to stop the
scam (DOJ toxic tort defense attorneys are beneficiaries of the CA judicial SLAPP-fixing):
As such, this is the true tale of one of the most insidious scams that unsavory elements
within the United States government and their contractors have ever perpetrated on
the American public and workers. What makes it such a heinous, heartless crime is that
all it would take to make it stop and to save thousands of lives from institutionalized
discrimination is for two corrupt old women in a dirty reviewing court, MCCONNELL
and BENKE, to lawfully cease obstructing the vacating of void and backdated
judgments and removals of KELMAN’s and VERITOX’s backdated fraudulent liens from
KRAMER’S property. They can’t do it without spotlighting their felony acts while casefixing SLAPP for a decade on behalf of deadly, crooked expert defense witnesses of the
DOJ…
The lower court, Judge William (DATO) presiding in April of 2009, never added it to the
face of the 2008 VOID JUDGMENT that KRAMER was a prevailing party in violation of
CCP 664.5(b); and the 4th/1st FRAUDSTERS concealed that the judgment on record was
fraud. (There is more to this story and court transcripts from January & April 2009.
DATO couldn’t amend the judgment because he knew it was a backdated fraud that
should have been vacated by Judge Joel PRESSMAN or Judge SCHALL)
To quote from my request dated October 29, 2015 to MCCONNELL9 that she cease
obstructing the vacating of the fraudulent SLAPP documents that your nominee DATO helped to
create:

8

11/21/16 “DOJ, Unveil California Justices’ Obstructing the Vacating of Deadly Backdated SLAPP Documents”
https://veritoxmeanstruthpoison.wordpress.com/2016/11/22/doj-unveil-california-justices-obstructing-thevacating-of-deadly-backdated-slapp-documents/
9
10/29/15 Request that MCCONNELL cease obstructing the vacating of fraudulent court documents.
https://katysexposure.files.wordpress.com/2015/10/final-scan-mcconnell.pdf
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At this point in time, MCCONNELL and BENKE cannot lawfully recall and rescind their
remittiturs from the fixed-SLAPPS with direction to the Lower Courts to vacate void judgments
and fraudulent liens -- without spotlighting that they have been case-fixing SLAPP to defraud
the public, along with DATO (who you just nominated to join them as a justice in the 4th/1st).
A lawful 4th/1st recall of their remittitur would be the same as judiciaries turning
themselves-in for conspiring to defraud the public with federal contractors by case-fixing
SLAPP. MCCONNELL’s and BENKE’s multiple refusals to recall their fraud-concealing remittiturs
are the lynch-pin acts upon which the entire scam hinges, to be able to continue.
Three additional 4th/1st justices -- Richard Huffman, Cynthia Aaron and Joanne Irion – are
also hands-on involved in the unrepentant and unpunished SLAPP fixing. So are six additional
Lower Court judges – Michael Orfield (retired), Lisa Schall, Joel Pressman, Earl Maas, Thomas
Nugent (retired), and Robert Dahlquist. They are all beholden to each other for the wall of
silence about the fraud upon the court that is continuing to harm so many.
Additionally, your newest appointee to the San Diego Superior Court, Judge Laura Duffy,
refused on multiple occasions to prosecute the SLAPP-fixing jurists, the DOJ’s hired guns at
VERITOX, and their attorney SCHEUER when she was serving as the DOJ Federal Attorney in the
Southern District of California.10
In August of 2015, Duffy also refused to prosecute San Diego County District Attorney
Bonnie Dumanis and Sheriff William Gore for their roles in the debacle.

This means there are CA appellate justices who will be reviewing decisions of a CA judge
who knows of the justices and her new-judicial-peers collusively committing unpunished
criminal acts, which the new judge enabled to continue. The case-fixing jurists in turn know that
they have reason to be beholden to the newest judge for not jailing them for a massive
collusive crime to defraud the public. The potential for collusive case fixing, cronyism, or peer
pressure to commit judicial misconduct in future San Diego County cases is glaringly obvious.
10

11/11/15 Duffy was asked to prosecute MCCONNELL, et.al. for the SLAPP fixing to defraud the public.
https://katysexposure.wordpress.com/2015/11/12/so-cal-u-s-attorney-duffy-prosecute-the-deadly-corrupt-in-thesan-diego-courts/
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PLEASE ACT TO STOP THE CRONYISM IN CALIFORNIA’S COURTS
So for six years, Governor Brown, your office-staff have been telling me that you do not
have the capability to thwart deadly cronyism in the California courts. But today, I know that is
not the case.
Please act today on behalf of the health, safety, and welfare of the citizens and workers of
California and the United States; and on behalf of assuring integrity and autonomy to our
courts.
Please rescind your nomination of William S. DATO to serve as a justice in the 4th/1st with
his equally compromised judicial peers of Justices Judith McConnell, Patricia Benke, Richard
Huffman, Cynthia Aaron, and Joanne Irion.
Instead of placing your new Attorney General Xavior Becerra in a compromised position by
asking him to appoint Judge DATO to the 4th/1st in the interest of justice; could you please
instead in the interest of justice, ask AG Becerra to prosecute Judge DATO and over half of the
justices of the 4th/1st? The direct evidence is undeniable. They are criminally involved in twelve
years of unrepentant SLAPP-fixing to defraud the citizens of California and the United States. To
date, no one will punish them.
Thank you for your consideration of this matter.
Sincerely,

Sharon Noonan Kramer

Attached: Request to the Commission on Judicial Appointment to speak against the
appointment of Judge William Dato to the Fourth District Division One Court of Appeal on
February 9, 2017.
Attached: OBJECTION TO THE APPOINTMENT OF JUDGE WILLIAM S. DATO TO THE FOURTH
DISTRICT DIVISION ONE COURT OF APPEAL (4th/1st) ON THE GROUNDS OF COLLUSIVE HONEST
SERVICES FRAUD WITH 4th/1st PRESIDING JUSTICE JUDITH MCCONNELL & JUSTICE PATRICIA
BENKE, et.al.
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